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Imagine a world where feeling good is just a click away!



We are on a mission to Impact
millions of lives worldwide.

Imagine a world 
where feeling good is just a click away!

Beauty, holistic, health and mental health,
wellbeing services on demand
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The story behind
BYOU
Let me introduce you to Danique Motzheim, The Founder of BYOU

a passionate therapist for children from The Netherlands, 

She poured her heart into helping others, but in doing so, she forgot to
take care of herself. Struggling to make her mark in the competitive

therapy market, 
she faced the challenge of promoting her services authentically.

Sales talks didn't align with Danique's genuine desire to help families. 
During this struggle, she had an idea ...

Having a well-being therapist at her doorstep and 
a platform where she could connect with clients without the hassle.

The Birth of BYOU.



Bookingssytem
Stop using pen and paper and do
everything on your own. 
Receive bookings automatically
on your mobile phone

Payment system
Get paid whenever you want!
Set revenue goals!

Partner by Stripe

Grow your business
You grow by learning and doing,
take advantage of our business
courses, and mentoring, and take
advantage of the marketing we do
for our platform

Manage your Business on-the-go!



Manage your business
on your Phone
Manage your business on the go!
Wherever you are, you can receive
bookings on your mobile phone
automatically, Be your own boss, add new
services anytime & anywhere!
and so much more!

What’s in it for ME?

Make Money Online
Provide virtual services to your clients,
with only your mobile phone ( no
laptop needed)

Unlimited Bookings
As we do marketing for our platform, you can
use that to your advantage! 
Keep your calendar open so clients will find
you.

Marketing & Sales!
You can have the best services, but if you can
not sell, you don’t get what you want.

We help you with a marketing strategy that
is in alignment with you, this way you can sell
without the feeling of selling. 

Because sales is helping others.

Take advantage 
of our Marketing!



$98 per month 
$980 per year 

$44 first month        55.5%off
Activation: Free

Investment

IMPACT VIRTUAL

18% Commissions

Take advantage of our marketing 
we do!

Make money from all over the world!!
anywhere & anytime

Unlimited bookings!

Featured on the BYOU app & Website

NO VIRTUAL SERVICES
Virtual services anytime& anywhere!

Marketing & sales course & strategy

Unlimited Booking

Featured on the BYOU app & Website



STOP OVERPAYING 
for different business courses!

Become BYOU Partner and get it completely for free 

with one of our plans!!

We help you get more bookings, making more money, 

and more impact in this world!



Partner by the United Nations:  
961914

We share our commissions with 
nonprofit organizations in underserved nations. 

Become a partner of BYOU and B the change!


